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ABSTRACT

Due to the advanced stage of development on EDA science, it has been increasingly difficult to implement realistic software infrastructures in academia so that new problems and solutions are tested in a meaningful and consistent way. In this paper we present Rsyn, a free and open-source C++ framework for physical synthesis research and development comprising an elegant netlist data model, analysis tools (e.g. timing analysis, congestion), optimization methods (e.g. placement, sizing, buffering) and a graphical user interface. It is designed to be very modular and incrementally extensible. New components can be easily integrated making Rsyn increasingly valuable as a framework to leverage research in physical design. Standard and third party components can be mixed together via code or script language to create a comprehensive design flow, which can be used to better assess the quality of results of the research being conducted. The netlist data model uses the new features of C++11 providing a simple but efficient way to traverse and modify the netlist. Attributes can be seamlessly added to objects and a notification system alerts components about changes in the netlist. The flexibility of the netlist inspired the name Rsyn, which comes from the word resynthesis. Rsyn is created to allow researchers to focus on what is really important to their research spending less time on the infrastructure development. Allowing the sharing and reusability of common components is also one of the main contributions of the Rsyn framework. In this paper, the key concepts of Rsyn are presented. Examples of use are drawn, the important standard components (e.g. physical layer, timing) are detailed and some case studies based on recent Electronic Design Automation (EDA) contests are analyzed. Rsyn is available at http://rsyn.design.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A common challenge faced by academia in physical synthesis research is the lack of an open, collaborative and standard framework in which the work can be conducted. This may be circumvented by narrowing the scope of the research, which may lead to oversimplification, making it hard to assess the real benefits of a technique when inserted in a full design flow.

Some public physical synthesis tools do exist as for timing analysis [14], placement [42], routing [22], but they usually are developed to solve one very specific problem, and are hard to integrate in a cohesive way into a design flow. The underlying data structures are typically tightly tied to the optimization problem and difficult to extend. Even when the tool offers an Application Program Interface (API), there may be memory and runtime overheads due to the maintenance of redundant information (e.g. netlist). Moreover, the code experience gained in one tool is not directly translated to another one making the learning process very timing consuming.

Those drawbacks often push researchers to implement their own infrastructure as the time required to integrate or learn third party tools may not compensate the familiarity and efficiency of an infrastructure developed specifically to solve the research problem of interest. Therefore, researchers end up devoting a lot of time to infrastructure development and less time in the core of the research project. Considering that many physical design problems share common infrastructure requirements, it is clear that a lack of a common and powerful infrastructure hinders the advancement of this field.

In the last decade, renowned conferences such as International Symposium on Physical Design (ISPD), Design Automation Conference (DAC), International Conference on Computer-Aided Design (ICCAD) and International Workshop on Timing Issues in the Specification and Synthesis of Digital Systems (TAU) have promoted research on emerging Electronic Design Automation (EDA) challenges [25, 39, 41, 30, 36, 18, 17] by organizing contests where teams compete to achieve the best results. The teams are composed by a small group of students who have few months to develop a tool1 that solves the proposed problem. These contests usually boost research in the proposed field, which can be verified by the large number of related publications that follow the contests. Even though contests do a great job promoting research and creating standard ways to validate results,

1 The tools are typically not required to be open-sourced.
there is still plenty room for more horizontal and vertical integration.

In this paper, an open-source, modular and extensible framework, called Rsyn, for physical synthesis research is presented. The elegant netlist data model and integrated tools allow fast prototyping of ideas. The modular design of the framework makes it possible to easily extend Rsyn for specific and general purposes. And the collaborative nature leverages it as an increasingly relevant and powerful framework for physical design research.

Rsyn provides support for common industrial file formats used in physical design, such as Library Exchange Format (LEF)/Design Exchange Format (DEF) [19], Liberty [28], Verilog [40] and the popular Bookshelf academic format [3]. Currently, Rsyn is already able to work on the benchmarks from the contests presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conference</th>
<th>Contest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISPD 2005</td>
<td>Placement (Bookshelf)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISPD 2006</td>
<td>Placement (Bookshelf)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISPD 2012</td>
<td>Discrete Gate Sizing and Vt-Assignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISPD 2013</td>
<td>Discrete Gate Sizing and Vt-Assignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICCAD 2015</td>
<td>Incremental Timing-Driven Placement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Current Contests Supported by Rsyn

The most relevant features currently provided by Rsyn infrastructure are summarized as follows:

- An elegant and dynamic netlist data model implemented using modern features of C++11.
- A notification system that alerts the modules in the framework when a change is made in the netlist;
- Extensibility of the netlist objects via user-specific attributes.
- Routing estimation and static timing analysis tools that can be configured to use different routing and timing models, including user-specific ones.
- An intuitive Graphical User Interface (GUI) with embedded features to help on analysing and debugging optimization techniques.
- Support for the widely-adopted industrial file formats, such as LEF/DEF [19].

The organization of the paper is as follows: Section 2 and Section 3 provide the description of the Rsyn architecture and the available standard components, respectively. In Section 4, we briefly summarize our recent research works using the Rsyn framework. In Section 5, the related works are shortly presented. Section 6 highlights the most relevant conclusions. The reader may refer to the official website [35] for more information, documentation and the source code.

2. ANATOMY OF RSYN FRAMEWORK

The core of Rsyn is composed of a netlist data model and three main components as shown in Figure 1: an engine, services, and processes.

The netlist data model stores structural and logical design data and can be extended via object attributes. It serves as a standard way to exchange and query design information in the framework. The engine is the main hub in the Rsyn framework. It manages and provides access to the design, processes and services keeping session information. It is also responsible for command registrations and dispatch.

![Figure 1: Rsyn Framework](image)

2.1 Netlist Data Model

Rsyn implements a hierarchical netlist data model which is managed by the object design. Figure 2 depicts the objects that compose the netlist data model. User-specific attributes can easily extend these objects and internally handle netlist modifications. A notification system is provided so that observers can be aware of changes in the netlist performed by third parties.

![Figure 2: Netlist data model.](image)

The netlist models a hierarchical directed graph where pins represent the nodes and arcs represent the edges. Arcs are classified into two types: cell and net arcs. Cell arcs represent the logical relation between the input and output pins of cells. Net arcs represent the logical relationship between the driver and sink of nets. Nets can only connect pins in the same hierarchy level. The topological ordering of the nodes is incrementally updated whenever the netlist is changed allowing fast ordered traversal.

Hierarchies are represented by modules and connections between hierarchies by ports. Instances abstract modules, ports, and cells. The parent of an instance is the module where it is instantiated. The only instance with no parent is the top module.

All pins belong to one and only one instance and no instance has pins in different hierarchy levels. A port is associated to two pins: inner pin and outer pin. The inner pin

2Hierarchy support is still experimental.

3The concept of supernets, which will handle transparently sinks in different hierarchies, is yet to be implemented.
belongs to the port itself and is inside the module where the port is instantiated. The outer pin belongs to the instance that represents the upper module in the hierarchy. Cells are associated with library cells. Similarly, cell pins and cell arcs are associated with the respective library pins and library arcs in the standard-cell library. This allows common data to be shared among cells, pins and arcs of the same type.

The snippet in Listing 1 shows the key concepts of the netlist data model. In the example, at line 1, an integer attribute for pins is created. At line 2 the nets are traversed in topological order. For each net, its sinks pins are swept and data = design. // end for

2.2 Services and Processes

Services and processes provide the basic functionality required to implement a design flow. They are two related concepts that differentiate only by their lifespan. New services and processes created by users and collaborators will typically extend the Rsyn framework features. Services and processes are registered and managed via the engine.

A service usually is active during several flow steps implementing tasks that are recurrent and/or require a state to be kept. A typical usage of a service would be to create analysis tools (e.g. timing, power) and to implement the shared infrastructure among several flow steps (e.g. incremental legalization used by several optimization steps during detailed placement).

A process implements any task that does not require keeping its state after it is finished. They are normally used to implement a flow step. A typical usage of a process would be to create optimization steps (e.g. sizing, legalization, placement, routing). Even though these processes affect the state of the design, their internal data is not required anymore once they have finished. A typical process will rely on several services to perform its task.

2.3 Script

Currently, Rsyn implements its script language focused on simplicity. A script is a sequence of commands. Any command registered in the engine can be called via a Rsyn script. The command syntax mimics the GNU/Linux command line syntax. The parameters are divided into two types: positional and named. Positional parameters are assigned by their position and named parameters by their name. The command syntax is loosely defined as follows:

<command> [<value> ...] [<param> <value> ...]

where <command> and <param> are any alfa-numeric identifier and <value> can be a number, string or JSON [23].

The JSON data type was chosen due to its flexibility and readability.

In Listing 2, a tiny Rsyn script is presented. Line 1 shows the call to start an Rsyn service while lines 2-5 and 6-9 show two calls to optimization flows and their user-defined parameters. Line 10 presents a call to a circuit report with some parameters.

2.4 Graphical User Interface (GUI)

A modular GUI is provided by the Rsyn framework to aid users to develop, improve, debug and better understand synthesis algorithms. It also has a great impact as an educational tool and in the engagement of students in EDA subjects. In Figure 3, a screen shot of the Rsyn’s GUI is presented.

Figure 3: Graphical User Interface of the Rsyn framework showing Superblue18 circuit

The GUI is built using wxWidgets [45] and OpenGL [27] and can be compiled independently of the non-graphical functionalities. The GUI is extended via overlays, which can be loaded on demand to present visual data for a new feature (e.g. service).

The main overlay is the one responsible for presenting physical information of the design including standard-cells, macro-blocks, timing paths, and so forth. The circuit elements may be drawn and colorized by user-defined requirements and metrics, such as: criticality (e.g. slack), physical cell type (e.g. combinatorial, sequential), and so forth.

The property list on the right presents physical and timing information. These fields automatically show cell’s data when it is selected. The command line shell location is at the bottom. There the user can issue any registered command in the engine.
2.5 Sandbox

Sandboxes allow creating a draft design that can be optimized independently of the main design. Once the optimization is finished, the changes can be committed. Sandboxes can be created from scratch or directly from a subset of elements of the design, as shown in Figure 4.

![Figure 4: A sandbox extracted from the main design.](image)

A sandbox provides similar API as a module from where instances can be created and connected via nets. However, it does not support hierarchy. Usually, sandbox represents a small design, and hence its implementation can take advantage of the reduced number of elements to improve efficiency.

3. STANDARD COMPONENTS

Section 2 highlighted the basic infrastructure to work and extend the Rsyn framework while this section presents several services, processes, and other standalone components already implemented. These are the parts that transform Rsyn from a simple netlist data model into a powerful framework to research physical synthesis and optimization methods.

3.1 Physical Design

The physical design comprises geometric information about the circuit layout and the technology, as illustrated in Figure 5. Physical design is responsible to aggregate and associate physical layout data to the attributes of the logic netlist. Moreover, the physical design also provides user-defined attributes mapped to the remaining layout elements (e.g., row, obstacle, die boundaries) and to the fabrication technology components. The notification system of the physical design alerts registered observers about third-party modification in the observed physical data. The hierarchical organization of physical design is inspired by the architecture of LEF and DEF formats.

![Figure 5: Schematic of the Physical Design Infrastructure. The physical design manages data of the circuit and the fabrication technology.](image)

3.2 Routing Estimation

The standard routing estimation service provides a way to estimate the physical interconnection among the pins of a net. Given a net, this service generates a Resistance-Capacitance (RC) tree as shown in Figure 6. Consequently, timing analysis, wire length estimation and congesting prediction may use the estimated tree.

Currently, the routing estimation service relies on a routing estimation model to generate the interconnection. This separation between the routing estimator and the routing model allows using different methodologies during a flow or research project without requiring any additional changes to the service.

The default routing model integrated into Rsyn generates Steiner trees to estimate the interconnection. The Steiner tree is then translated to an RC tree using resistance and capacitance information from metal layers. The physical design service supplies the pin positions.

![Figure 6: Routing Estimated RC tree.](image)

3.3 Timing Analysis

Static Timing Analysis (STA) is essential to assert the performance of a design and to guide the optimization of a synthesis flow. It is extensively used in several steps and hence requires to be flexible and efficient.

The timer embedded in the Rsyn framework has the common functionality required by any STA tool, calculating the Total Negative Slack (TNS), Worst Negative Slack (WNS), arrival and required time at each pin and their slack, delay of the timing arcs and tracing the critical path. The timing propagation may be estimated for early, and late modes and the analysis is performed incrementally (i.e. only the elements that need the update are updated). Currently, the timer supports only one timing domain.

Similar to the routing estimation service, the timing analysis is independent of a timing model. Specific timing models can be used at different steps according to the availability of more accurate routing or sizing information for instance. Combined with the separation of routing and routing model estimation, it provides a flexible scheme for the algorithm
development avoid code rewriting. The high-level organization of the timer is outlined in Figure 7.

Currently, the default timing model implemented in Rsyn is based on Elmore [6] delay following the guidelines presented in the ICCAD 15 contest. The default timing model uses the RC tree generated by the default routing estimator and cell characterization information obtained from a Liberty file.

**3.4 Standard-Cell Library Characterization**

Rsyn framework provides a simple library characterization service to compute the driver resistance and logical effort [38] of standard-cell timing arcs. Library characterization is performed by sampling the delay of the timing arc at different capacitance loads and estimating the delay via least squares regression as shown in Figure 8.

The drive resistance provides a linearized timing model, which is useful for analytical optimization algorithms. The drive resistance can also be used to sort cells by their drive strength and reduce the number of candidates for a gate-sizing algorithm, for instance.

**3.5 Standard-Cell Legalization**

Jezz legalizer [31] provides standard-cell legalization for minimum cell displacement based on Abacus [37]. It supports cell legality evaluation, to legalize cells in full and incremental modes, and cell legalization subject to maximum displacement. Jezz features are available in Rsyn framework via the service or process call systems.

**3.6 Utilities**

The utilities are features inside of Rsyn framework that provide shared resources to any element of the framework. The main idea of utilities is to abstract and encapsulate simple and very common required operations that are systematically performed inside of Rsyn components. A simple example is to compute the boundary area for the physical elements. There are several similar operations that are frequently used and are required in practically all the framework. The utilities may also be used to pass complex data, like boundaries definition, between independent Rsyn elements. The most relevant utilities already available in the framework are the following: colorize the design based on a user-defined metrics; customized step and stopwatches; command line parser; execution logger; float point comparator; definitions and operations for polygons and rectangles; and Cartesian point.

**3.7 Third Party Software**

Rsyn framework integrates a set of third party projects. They provide several features to the Rsyn framework. Below it is shortly described their main features. FLUTE [4] is an algorithm to build Steiner tree topologies that may be used to estimate routing. NCTUgr [22] is a global router tool. LEF and DEF [19] are parsers to recover data of the fabrication technology and circuit layout, respectively. Liberty [28] is a parser to recover timing and power information of the cell library from the Liberty files. JSON for Modern C++ [23] (Json) is a JavaScript Object Notation parser. Json scripts control the initialization of parameters and execution order for algorithms and flow. LEMON [20] is a graph library with a focus on combinational optimization mainly linked to graphs and networks. CPLEX [5] is a solver to mixed integer linear programming.

**4. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION**

Rsyn was created to fulfill the need to have a stable and versatile infrastructure upon which our research projects and contest tools could be developed. It was motivated to cope with our frustration of having to spend more time coding for infrastructure rather than optimization. Although our research group had been very successful in recent EDA contests, it was clear that the infrastructure developed for one contest was too tied to the contest problem and was not easily adapted to other contest or research projects.

So, after participating in the ICCAD 2014 Incremental Timing-Driven Placement Contest [18], we started to ag-
aggregate and refactor several years worth of coding into the Rsyn framework. The goals were to create a platform where all physical design related projects could be developed and that would grow incrementally to form a full academic design flow. The framework should be intuitive to improve code readability and allow fast prototyping of ideas, ultimately freeing researchers to focus on the core of the research project.

In this section, we explore some usages of Rsyn framework in our research projects, which already show the benefits of having such framework.

4.1 ICCAD 2015 Contest

The 2015’s edition of the ICCAD contest [17] served as an opportunity to consolidate the new framework while developing the desired algorithms. The development and enhancement of the Rsyn framework overlapped with the development of our research on incremental timing-driven placement, which turned out to be a win-win relation. While using Rsyn as the platform for the optimization algorithms, several bugs were found and fixed, and new features were implemented. It became easier to enhance our research projects while consolidating the Rsyn framework.

We conceived a total of 9 analytical techniques to mitigate both early and late timing violations which will be released as default optimization methods of Rsyn. The techniques to mitigate early timing violation rely on useful clock skew, iterative cell spreading, register swaps and register-to-register path fix. In late timing violation, techniques go through clustered movements (based on [2]) and single cell movements aiming to reduce the load capacitance in the critical nets, and balance driver load capacitance based on the cells drive strength. Furthermore, moving non-critical cells away from over-utilized regions minimizes area utilization over-flow. The large number of different techniques implemented was directly related to the flexibility to try new ideas provided by Rsyn.

The techniques were integrated into the flow depicted in Fig. 9. A diamond shape indicates that the steps run until the quality of the result stops improving while the circle shape means that the quality of the result may degrade a certain number of times before exiting. The flow produces the best-known results for the ICCAD 2015 contest infrastructure, reducing on average the late WNS slack by 11% and the late TNS by 33% w.r.t. the initial placement solution. This Timing-driven placement flow completely removes early timing violation on 62.5% of the benchmarks. For more details about the techniques, please refer to [7].

4.2 Routing-Aware Incremental Timing-Driven Placement

We have also extended our previous work [7] to avoid cell movement towards to routing bins that have routing overflow violation. Therefore, this flow mitigates early and late timing violations aware of routing congestion regions. Moreover, Rsyn infrastructure was extended to support routing data and a third party router. The 2016 IEEE Computer Society Annual Symposium on VLSI (ISVLSI) paper [24] addresses the proposed Routing-Aware Incremental Timing-Driven Placement flow.

This project shows how Rsyn can be enhanced incrementally. Although the congestion infrastructure still needed to be developed, it is now part of the Rsyn framework being available to other projects.

4.3 Incremental Timing-Driven Quadratic Placement

One drawback of the proposed flow in [7] is the absence of global timing-driven placement techniques. The clustered cell movement is the only technique that moves more than one cell at the same time, and yet the limit of cells per cluster and the search area are small. To cope with that, we proposed an incremental quadratic formulation for timing-driven placement.

Quadratic formulations have been explored for global wirelength-driven placement [42, 21] and timing-driven placement [43, 34]. However, the existing techniques are purely constructive, i.e., do not consider previous solutions, a behavior which is not desired during incremental placement. In [8] a method is proposed to apply quadratic placement incrementally, which is called neutralization.

Figure 10 presents the key ideas of such technique. The original netlist (Fig. 10(a)) is transformed into a graph using the methodologies presented in [42] (Fig. 10(b)). Neutralization forces are added to avoid a major disturbance in the initial solution (Fig. 10(c)) and the critical paths are identified (Fig. 10(d)). Then extra edges are added between nodes of the critical path (Fig. 10) making the quadratic placement align the critical paths. The weights of these edges are set to address Elmore delay [6], which is another contribution of that work. Applying this formulation jointly with the flow presented in Section 4.1 improves the results, on average, by 9.4% and 7.6% regarding WNS and TNS, respectively.

In this project, we already could take advantage of the infrastructure implemented inside Rsyn, finally being able to fully focus on the optimization process. Many analysis and experimentation tasks were done exploring much of the infrastructure provided by Rsyn, such as critical path tracing, legalization and visualization.

5. RELATED WORKS

One of the most traditional open source projects among EDA community is ABC [1] from Berkley University. ABC is a logic synthesis and verification environment on which users may rely on user-friendly and flexible data structures. Just like Rsyn, ABC aims to support different applications. The project is consolidated, providing implementations of
many state-of-art algorithms and support for many industrial and academic file formats [1]. Another open project on synthesis is Yosys [44], which translates Verilog code to an equivalent netlist, supporting both Application-Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) and Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) flows. One of the Yosys goals is to make up for the lack of the extensibility of commercial synthesis tools. It features flexible data structures and tools for coarse grain synthesis. ABC is integrated into Yosys flow to perform logic minimization and technology mapping. Yosys is available on GitHub licensed under Internet Systems Consortium (ISC) license [16]. Once Rsyn and Yosys are both open sources and collaborative tools, a middleware could be build using both projects to provide logic and physical design.

OpenTimer [14] is an open-source tool for static timing analysis, winner of three awards in TAU contests [12, 11]. It implements a scheduler that aids to perform different tasks in parallel, achieving a runtime ten times smaller than other academic tools. Other features include Common Path Pessimism Removal (CPPR) and a fast incremental timing analysis. OpenTimer code is available on its website [13] under a General Public License (GPL) license [9]. Unfortunately, it is outside of any control version repository for the EDA community to share its contributions to the project. However, since OpenTimer is an accurate and fast academic tool, it may be integrated as part of Rsyn tools and repository and extended according to the community needs.

Parsing tools may compose the largest group of the available open projects. We highlight Icarus Verilog [15] for Hardware Description Language (HDL), Liberty Parser [28] for standard cell libraries and OpenAccess [26]. The OpenAccess is a C++ API that provides a solution for the wide range of complex file formats and syntax present today in the commercial design flow, such as LEF/DEF. Its source code is open, so the industry and academic community may propose extensions. By adopting an open and verified API, the EDA engineers may avoid coding their parsers, leading to fewer errors in the design flow.

Until now, we addressed only individual tools. Qflow [32] proposes an entirely open source design flow, from Verilog description to physical layout. It takes advantage of other academic tools, like Yosys [44] for Verilog parsing, Graywolf [10] for placement and Qrouter [33] for detailed routing. The authors claim that small commercial circuits were already designed using Qflow and highlight that small startups which cannot afford commercial tools may take advantage of the design flow.

Ophidian [29] is an open source project focused on research and teaching to physical synthesis. However, the project has only support to parsing few types of circuit files, netlist, and placement.

We believe there is a wide space for projects like ABC and Yosys on the physical design domain. Since nowadays there is no open framework addressing physical design where EDA developers may share their implementations. Rsyn fits this task and it goes further providing tools to report results (e.g. graphics) and a user interface to aid in the debugging process.

6. CONCLUSION

This paper presented Rsyn, an open-source framework that provides a versatile and modular infrastructure for physical synthesis research. Rsyn is designed to be extended incrementally and already contains several components that allow researchers to focus on the core of the research project rather than on the infrastructure to support it. Rsyn provides a standard and collaborative platform to share implementations, optimization techniques and code reuse.

With Rsyn, we intend to build a comprehensive, but intuitive physical design environment where the EDA community can develop and analyze new techniques. Rsyn also aims at getting more students interested in EDA research by allowing a better interaction with optimization algorithms.

Our current experience with the framework, already shows its potential to increase productivity. Rsyn allowed us to enhance our current results and explore different research topics much faster than what would be possible without it.
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